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The Copenhagen Compliance® International 
GRC Forum (CCF) provides a world class 
platform to capture the global perspectives 
on  Governance,  R isk  Management , 
Compliance and IT-Security (GRC) issues, 
strongly coupled with leadership & workplace 
innovation for your personal satisfaction and 
growth. Our goal is to prepare you to be active 
and engaged, gather intelligence about your 
eco system and enhance your contribution to 
the corporate world.



Copenhagen Compliance® International GRC Forum (CCF) responds to the general desire for 
peer networking amongst colleagues of various industries to exchange ideas, information 
and knowledge on Governance, Risk management, Compliance and IT Security (GRC) 
management processes. 

With Copenhagen Compliance® International GRC Forum (CCF), you are also a part of a 
global think-tank.  
CCF puts emphasis on professionalism of GRC activities; it is because of a healthy skepticism 
about the past 6-8 years with primary focus on GRC issues where the personal network can 
be the determining factor in different GRC developments. The Forum also takes into 
consideration the professional interests of its members and changing jobs/careers.

CCF will keep your front-line up and running, and address the GRC issues that keep your 
business on the fast-track to success by providing a unique opportunity to develop 
relationships across the public sector, private sector, universities & organizations. We 
endeavor to keep you updated on the professional or sectored policy agenda.

Copenhagen Compliance Organization, its groups and meetings are characterized by the 
following:

 A strong technical GRC focus and content in the events and activities

 All meetings are chaired by a professional facilitator with extensive professional clout.

 We engage the strongest presenters to put up for discussion at the meetings on the 
basis of members' wishes.

 The general membership profile ensures that the perspectives across the 
sector/subject areas are affected and provides a many-faceted discussion and a 
suitable starting point for the exchange of GRC experience and between meetings.

 Network groups are independent of organizational and political interests.

 The meetings are confidential and under ‘Chatham House’ Rule.

 We promote both large and extensive networking and small and compact briefings on 
specific subjects. The size ensures that each Copenhagen Compliance event 
prioritizes individual meetings to match the current GRC concerns.

 Our model ensures - you and your organization get value for money.. 



We recognize that networks both within their own organization, across workplaces and in the 
form of personal social networks, are crucial for knowledge sharing within and between 
individuals and organizations. Personal networks are beneficial both in public and academic 
contexts and may be essential for job search and career change.

Target groups and meetings: The network is aimed at managers and key GRC employees who 
care about the political regulation of their sector. Network meetings are held every 1-2 
months - six to eight times a year - You can see the network meeting program here.

®Reasons to join the Copenhagen Compliance   – International GRC Forum:

 How many times do you say to yourself that you should meet more colleagues and 
people? That your circle of influence needs to be strengthened?  

 That your GRC skills and talents have yet to be discovered?  

 Every career and professional development requires networking 

 In today's marketplace you must be more active than ever.   

CCF does the networking and planning for you. An approach that is strategic and measurable 
with accountability and transparency as key GRC components. We believe that if we provide 
the platform for you to take a strategic approach, you can view networking through a 
corporate opportunity lens. The network can serve as a powerful professional development 
boot camp experience for you.

Networking requires 100% commitment to be successful in networking environments and to 
be professionally prepared to deliver value when called upon.

Networking is your responsibility and it requires active behavior and how well you integrate 
your opinion and perspectives into conversations and helps you identify the 'GRC dots of 
opportunity'.

Networking is natural and not a complicated art or science.  Copenhagen Compliance ® 
International GRC Forum makes networking to be fun, exciting and a satisfying approach to 
advancement. Our aim is to provide you with a positive outlook, learning, growing and thus 
developing yourself.



®Copenhagen Compliance   – International GRC Forum
This is a distinguished group of Governance, Risk Management, Compliance and IT-
Security (GRC) officers and executives looking for a Global platform for top class 
networking, knowledge sharing and peer to peer communication. This is an 
international forum across USA, Europe, and Scandinavia. We are now ready to offer 
prospective members in India, SAARC, ASEAN, UAE/ GCC and China (including SAR of 
HK and MAC) a world class platform for networking, learning, knowledge & experience 
sharing and career growth. 

Membership has been kept affordable and the 
members are expected to contribute with their 
time, knowledge and experiences for the 
benefit of the corporate community on improving 
the Governance, Risk Management, Compliance 
and IT-Security (GRC) efforts. The Copenhagen 
Compliance® International GRC Forum aims to 
focus on the key GRC Copenhagen Compliance® 
doctrines by providing guidance for the 
advancement and transformation of the GRC 
processes and to address the needs for CXO 
development globally. 

Copenhagen Compliance® International GRC Forum is a neutral platform that brings 
the best and most influential GRC leaders globally together, to create a truly 
inspirational platform for our discerning members.



Some more reasons to join the CCF.
In our high class networking environment, you can learn a tremendous amount of 
knowledge that you are your colleagues from the same and other industries possess, 
because the power of thought is in full force. We function also as a focus group on 
specific issues.

CCF is a discovery platform and an excellent way to give your personal brand more 
exposure and unleash your identity and not just self-promotion. 

Transparent and accountable.
Each CCF networking event/meeting is an opportunity and only you can determine 
the success. To promote the key components of accountability and transparency that 
will help the CXO and the corporate world to sustain the GRC momentum and to keep 
you updated on the GRC topics is high on the GRC agenda. We attract the best 
speakers, and the general membership provides a many-faceted discussion and a 
suitable starting point for networking within and between meetings.

Price and registration: Registration valid for one year from the registration date. The 
price is US $ 1000, which covers the cost of the ongoing management of network 
events, including fees for speakers and other expenses involved in arranging top 
class events such as ours.

Price and registration: 
Registration valid for one year from the registration date. The price is usd 1000, which 
covers the cost of the ongoing management of network events, including fees for 
speakers, room rental and catering during meetings. 



Contact DetailsContact Details

Last Name

Initials

Title

Position

Company

Address

Email

Telephone

Cell Phone

Please tick the relevant boxes which interest you:

Interest Areas Profession

 Corporate Governance
 Risk Management
 Compliance
 Internal Audit/Controls
 IT Security

 Stock-listed Company
  Medico
  IT
  Audit/Financial/Legal Services
  Manufacturing

Email the completed form to info@copenhagencompliance.com
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https://www.facebook.com/events/140043176187401/
https://twitter.com/CCC_Mumbai2013
http://www.linkedin.com/company/copenhagen-compliance
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